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Setup and Functionality
Loyalty now supports redemption of points in decimals. This enables use cases like complete
payment of bill using points e.g. $ 4.95 bill paid through points. This also benefits loyalty
programs that have high points-to-currency ratio.

Enabling Decimal Redemption and Redemption Strategies
By default the points redemption in decimals is disabled for programs, so there’s no change in
existing redemption behavior.
The points redemption in decimals could be enabled from Organization Settings (Miscellaneous
> Points Management). The configuration is titled ‘Allow Redemption in Decimal Places’

Redemption Strategies
Once the redemption in decimal is enabled, redemption strategies have to be modified/created
against individual programs to support redemption of points in decimal
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The redemption strategies have to be modified/created to support decimal redemption because
till now the minimum value of ‘Allow redemptions in multiple of’ is 1. So with the existing
redemption strategies, redemption will happen in integers only.
With the redemption in decimal configuration enabled, the minimum value of ‘Allow redemptions
in multiple of’ will depend on the number of decimals supported by the program. (The number of
decimals supported by a program is defined by ‘Round Decimal’ configuration in Points
Allocation strategy.) So if a program supports 2 decimals, the minimum redemption value will be
0.01; if the program supports 3 decimals, the minimum redemption value will be 0.001.

Functionality when Decimal Redemption Configuration is Enabled
View on Membercare and API
When points redemption in decimal is enabled, the GET APIs that display customers’ lifetime
points, current points, redeemed points, points on a transaction, etc. will display points in
decimal. (The number of decimal places will be the same as the number of decimal places
supported by the program.)
Similarly, Membercare displays customers’ points related KPIs in decimal places based on the
number of decimal places supported by the program.
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Note that some of the existing APIs already supported points in 2 decimal places, so those APIs
will still display points in decimals even if the points redemption in decimal configuration isn’t
enabled.
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IsRedeemable and Redeem APIs
In the current scenario when points redemption in decimal is d
 isabled, the redemption API
allows decimal as input. However, the API internally truncates the decimal value and redeems
the whole number e.g. if 2.34 points is passed for redemption, the redemption happens for 2
points only
When points redemption in decimal is enabled, both IsRedeemable and Redeem APIs will
support points redemption in decimal without truncating the decimals to the whole number. The
number of decimal places supported in redemption will be the same as the number of decimals
supported by the program. (The number of decimals supported by a program is defined by
‘Round Decimal’ configuration in Points Allocation strategy.)
E.g. if a program supports two decimals and minimum redemption value in redemption strategy
is 0.01, the points could be redeemed in the multiple of 0.01 (2.01, 5.02, 8.03, and 8.99).
In this case, however, if decimals passed in IsRedeemable and Redeemable APIs are more
than the number supported by the program, the APIs will give error. In the above example, if a
program supports two decimals and somebody tries to redeem points in three decimals e.g.
9.123, they will get an error.
Also, a new error message is added when the points to be redeemed isn’t in the multiple of
minimum redemption value in the redemption strategy. E.g. if the minimum value in the
redemption strategy is 0.05, and somebody tries to redeem 2.34 points, they will get an error
that the points to be redeemed isn’t divisible by the minimum redemption value.
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Points Communication Tags
Current Behavior
The existing points tag including current points, lifetime points, points on event, etc. display
points information in decimals. The number of decimals in the tags is the same as the number of
decimals supported for the program.
If the value of one of the tags has more decimals than that supported for the program, the
decimal gets rounded-off for most of the tags. E.g. if a program supports 1 decimal and a
customer has current points as 200.34, the current points tag will have the value 200.3; in the
same program, if another customer has current points as 400.35, their current points tag will
have the value 400.4

Inconsistency with API/Membercare and Upcoming Changes
While in loyalty communication, most of the points tag are rounded-off, API/Membercare uses
floor for points KPIs. This creates inconsistency in points information across different modules
E.g. for a program that supports 1 decimal for points and has decimal redemption enabled,
400.35 current points will be displayed as 400.3 on Membercare/API and 400.4 in points
communication.
Similarly for a program that supports 1 decimal for points has decimal redemption disabled,
400.35 current points will be displayed as 400 on Membercare/API and 400.4 i n points
communication.
To address this inconsistency, we are making the following changes in the current/next sprints.
●
●
●

Add new tags for displaying points value in whole numbers (to support programs that
don’t use decimal redemption)
Change behavior of existing points tags from round-off to floor
Redeemed points/transferred points tags will display actual redeemed decimal
irrespective of the configuration

New Tags
●
●
●
●

Loyalty Points Int
Lifetime Points Int
Points on Event Int
Points Expiring Int

The above tags will display points in whole numbers with floor configuration. E.g. in case of
400.35 current points, Loyalty Points Int tag will display 400
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Tags that will Display Actual Decimals
●
●
●

Redeemed Points
Points Transferred
Points Reversed

Round-off to Floor for Existing Tags
●

Remaining points tags including
○ Current Points (aka Loyalty Points)
○ Lifetime Points
○ Points on Event
○ Points Getting Expired

Points Currency Communication Tags
Current Behavior
The existing points currency tags including Current Points Currency, Lifetime Points Currency,
Points on Event Currency, and Redeemed Points Currency include 2 decimals

Recently Released Feature - Decimals for Base Currency
A new configuration has been added to define the number of decimal places for base currency.
This configuration is currently used only for the above mentioned points currency tags
So for an Org, if the number of decimal places for base currency is set as 3, the tags current
points currency, lifetime points currency, points on event currency, and redeemed points
currency in 3 decimals.
If decimal places for the base currency isn’t defined, the default decimal places for the above
points currency tags will continue to be 2. So existing behavior won’t get impacted
The new configuration on decimal places for base currency is available on Org Currency Setup
screen (https://nightly.capillary.in/org/setup/Profile?flash=&step_name=org_currency)
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Upcoming Changes - floor and New Tags

To make the loyalty tags consistent, the points currency tags will also use floor i nstead of
round-off.
E.g. for an Org with decimal places for base currency as 1, if the currency value of current
points for a customer is 400.35, the current points currency tag will get resolved to 400.3
In addition, new tags will be introduced to support whole number values for currency tags.
These new tags include:
●
●
●
●

Loyalty Points (in $) Int
Lifetime Points (in $) Int
Points Expiring (in $) Int
Points on Event (in $) Int
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